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Abstract 
This study addresses the factor often overlooked in analysis of fuel cell stack performance, namely the 
influence of the disturbances in the flowfields in the stack inflow and outflow headers. The flowfield in 
the header, formed by a superposition of numerous secondary in/outflows, has a complex and 
fundamentally unsteady nature, which has been shown by previous studies to result in non-uniform flow 
distribution of flow parameters along the header length. These non-uniformities can have significant 
effect on the components flow rates through the individual fuel cells in the stack, resulting in a 
differences in operating condition between individual cells, potentially compromising overall stack 
performance. Present work uses numerical simulation approach to model flowfield in the inflow and 
outflow headers. The objective of the present work is to investigate the effects of flow disturbances in the 
headers on stack performance. Flow rate differences between individual cells and the extent of transient 
variation in the flow rates through individual cells due to disturbances in the headers are investigated. 
Both inflow and outflow headers are modeled as a complete system, simulating the entire feedback loop 
between them, allowing direct modeling of transient variations of flow rate through the individual cells. 
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1. Introduction 
A polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stack consists of a group of unit cells assembled 
in series to deliver a desired power output. For typical plate-and-frame designs of unit cells, reactants are 
supplied through their own ports in the unit cell. The headers of a fuel cell stack are conduits formed by 
these ports of the unit cells (Fig. 1), whose main functions are the delivery of fresh reactants into the 
system and the removal of water and spent fluid mixtures. An optimum and stable performance of the unit 
cells requires a steady supply of fresh air and a constant pressure gradient for the removal of spent gases. 
Optimal performance of the entire stack is achieved when all constituent cells are operating under 
uniform conditions. Gas flow rate through each unit cell is controlled by the pressure gradient between 
the inlet and outlet ports of the cell, which in turn is controlled by the flowfields in the inlet and outlet 
headers. The structure of the flowfield in the headers is, therefore, critical for the maintenance of a stable 
flow through the cells, uniform flow sharing in the unit cells of the stack, and optimal stack performance 
and durability. 
 
In order to be able properly model the header performance and provide the recommendations 
concerning the optimal design of inlet and outlet headers, it is necessary to understand the flow behavior 
in the headers. The flowfield within headers has received little attention from the fuel cell and CFD 
communities. One of the few recent works exploring it in detail is the work of Lebaek et al. [1] presenting 
a simulation of the flow at the inlet of a stack manifold, and comparing simulation results with the 
experiment. The numerical simulation in that work was performed using the steady-state approach. 
Significantly, authors reported difficulty in obtaining convergence, which could be attributed to the use of 
a steady solver for a flow with inherent large scale unsteadiness. This hypothesis is supported by the 
results of the ongoing study, the first stage of which, published in [2], had demonstrated that the flowfield 
in a simulated section of the outlet header has a substantially unsteady character, as well as a more recent 
results, which demonstrated that the flow in a more complex system consisting of interconnected inlet and 
outlet headers exhibit similarly unsteady behavior. Application of steady state solver to the same system 
produced the solution with a poor convergence. 
 
Uniformity of flow distribution between the individual cells in the stack and the stability of the flow 
through cells are the two critically important requirements for the reliable and predictable stack operation. 
Despite their importance however, the flow structures in the inlet and outlet headers, which determine 
both of these parameters, are not well understood, and the flow conditions in the headers are often either 
not accounted for altogether, or roughly estimated based on a 'naive' assumptions of uniform and steady 
state flow. The present study is aimed at fill this gap in understanding of fuel cell stack operating 
conditions, with some of the important questions investigated within this work are: 
 
x What is the structure of the flowfield in the inlet and outlet headers and how it is formed? Is it steady 
or substantially time-dependent? 
x What is the flow distribution between individual cells in the stack? Can they assumed to be operating 
under uniform conditions, or are the conditions highly dependent on their position in the stack? Is the 
distribution relatively static, or is it subject to significant variations in time? 
x Is there significant feedback between flowfields in the inlet and outlet headers?  
x What is the characteristic residence time of a fluid particle in the outlet header? 
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Fig. 1. Representative fuel cell stack schematic 
2. Methodology, results and discussion 
2.1 Methodology 
Highly dynamic nature of the flow inside the header, with complex flowfield, significant unsteady 
phenomena and high local velocities at the fuel cells exits required utilization of high fidelity fully time-
dependent numerical method. Present study had been performed using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
approach with Smagorinsky-Lilly [3] subgrid scale model, using Structured Parallel Research Code 
(SPARC) [4] during the first stage and ANSYS FLUENT [5] during the second. Utilization of LES 
allowed to perform more accurate simulation of complex turbulent flowfield, but resulted in increased 
mesh resolution, and therefore computational resources, requirements.     
 
Modeling of the entire stack, including inlet headers for both reactants, large number of individual fuel 
cells and outlet header is a formidable task, which would require both very large mesh in order to resolve 
the flow with sufficient accuracy, and detailed modeling of a number of varied physical processes 
occurring in the fuel cells, including chemical reactions, two phase flow dynamics and thermal exchange 
within fuel cells, which would require appropriately large computational resources. A more practical 
approach, therefore, is to simulate only a part of the complete system, gaining significant reduction in 
complexity and required computational resources at the expense of substituting accurate simulation of 
some elements with simplified models. The first and most important simplification involves replacement 
of the complete system of two inlet headers, cells and outlet header with a model consisting of a single 
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inlet and outlet headers, connected by an interface mimicking fuel cells flow resistance. This 
simplification eliminates the necessity to model chemical reactions in the cells, while still allowing to 
explore the potential feedback between the flows in the inlet and outlet headers. Even that system, 
however, can require too much computational resources, especially if the number of individual cells is 
large and a high resolution is desired. It is, therefore, possible to consider even further simplification of 
the problem, by temporary abandoning the feedback effects and considering an inlet and outlet headers 
(or their parts, if the number of the individual cells makes the modeling of the entire header impractical) 
separately, at the expense of specifying a prescribed inflow or outflow boundary conditions at the fuel cell 
entrance/exit opening.  
 
This approach had been used during the first stage of the present work. It was decided during its early 
stage to base simulation geometry on the experimental setup than under development with a view of 
potentially being able to compare numerical data with the experiment. Experimental setup consisted of 
the inflow and outflow headers connected by a plate with one hundred narrow (0.5 mm diameter) 
openings designed to simulate flow resistance within individual PEM cells. The small diameter of the cell 
openings combined with the requirement to provide sufficient resolution for the jet issued from them, 
made simulation of the entire outlet header impractical. Instead, modeling was performed on a two 
representative sections of the header containing ten cells, with one of the cases simulating the section 
nearest to the termination wall, whereas the other one simulated a section near the header exit, requiring 
introduction of significant cross flow produced by the outflow from preceding ninety cells. In addition to 
increasing computational requirements, small diameter of the openings simulating fuel cells resulted in 
the inflow from the cells taking form of  a very  high velocity small diameter jets, which were not 
necessary representative of realistic fuel cell stack.   
 
In order to eliminate the potentially incorrect or inaccurate assumptions necessary in setting fixed 
inflow boundary conditions and to be able to investigate the feedback between outflow and inflow 
headers, it become necessary to switch to simulation of a complete system composed of inlet header/cell 
model/outlet header during the second stage of research. Baseline geometry for this stage consisted of two 
headers connected by fifty rectangular tubes. In order to imitate the flow resistance created by fuel cells, 
the tubes connecting inlet and outlet headers contained a section with a porous media providing flow 
resistance mimicking realistic fuel cells. This approach allowed utilization of realistic fuel cell 
inflow/outflow opening dimensions, and the concentration of porous media near the middle of the tubes 
allowed unobstructed inlet/outlet conditions to simulate realistic fuel cell openings. In addition to this 
baseline geometry, additional studies had been performed using previously described approach of 
modeling individual elements of a single header in order to perform higher resolution simulations aimed 
at investigation of the influence of fuel cell opening geometry on the flow in the header and simulation of 
the interface on the inlet header entrance, where high pressure inflow was observed to create oscillating 
jet penetrating deep within the inlet header.  
2.2 First phase of the research - simulation of the flow in the outlet header 
The objective of the first stage of the study was investigation of the general features of the flowfield in 
the outlet header, which would allow to identify the primary phenomena occurring in the header and help 
to focus subsequent research. The main results of the study, described in more details in [2] was a 
demonstration that the flowield in the outlet header is dominated by large scale vortical flows and had a 
highly unsteady character. One of the main observations was the identification of a system consisting of 
two counter-rotating vortical tubes separated at the center of the header by the region containing high 
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speed inflow jets. Representative (averaged) flowfield structure in the cross section passing through the 
fuel cell opening is shown in Fig. 2(a). It consists of three distinct areas, including high speed jet 
(designated 1 on the figure), penetrating the entire height of the header and impinging on the upper wall 
creating spreading flow (2) along the upper and side walls. This high speed flow serves as a driver to the 
two counter-rotating vortical tubes (3), occupying majority of the header cross section. The vortex tubes 
can be particularly well illustrated by following the trajectories of fluid particle inserted in the outlet 
header with the jets injected from the fuel cells (Fig. 2(b)). 
 
The vortical tubes themselves had a highly dynamic character with center of rotation often switching 
from upper to lower section of the header, and occasionally collapsing, resulting in several (two or more) 
separate vortical tubes being present in one section of the header (see Fig. 3). An important observation 
was that on average only 50% of the outlet header cross sectional area was available for the outflow 
moving toward header exit, with the remaining part exhibiting primarily rotational motion with little axial 
motion. The implications include both the significant constriction of the outflow area of the outlet header, 
potentially affecting flow through the cells, and the significant increase of the residence time of the 
notional particles injected in the outflow header. Figure 2(b) illustrates the trajectory of the fluid particle 
injected in the flowfield. It can be seen that the particle motion is primarily rotational, with relatively slow 
motion toward the exit. Particle makes little progress in axial direction unless it approaches the inner area 
of one of the vortical tubes. The resulting residence time is significantly increased in comparison with the 
common estimate made in the assumption of direct motion toward exit with the average velocity 
calculated from the exit mass flow rate. This can have significant implication for the motion of a 
condensed water droplets in the outlet header and can potentially result in increased probability of 
blockages.   
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Representative (averaged) flowield structure in outflow header cross section containing fuel cell opening. Three distinct 
zones include high speed jet (1), spreading wall flows (2) and two counter-rotating vortical tubes (3). Colors indicate averaged axial 
velocity (b) Trajectory of fluid particles injected in the header with the jets originating from the fuel cell opening. 
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous snapshots of streaklines in the header cross section drawn across the fuel cell opening (upper figures) and in 
the middle between two neighboring cells (lower figures). Notice restructurization of the vortex tubes between snapshots,  with 
rotation center moving from a compact middle-upper position in the header to the low position  with almost entire cross section 
becoming involved in the vortical motion (upper row), and appearance of the secondary center indicating the early stage of vortex 
tube splitting (lower row) 
2.3 Second phase of research - simulation of complete inlet/outlet header system 
The main focus of the second stage of the study involved modeling of the system consisting of inlet 
and outlet headers connected by fifty tubes imitating fuel cells stack. Both U- (with the inflow and 
outflow headers opening in the same direction) and Z- (with inflow and outflow headers opening in 
opposite directions - see Fig. 4) configurations had been investigated. This configuration had allowed us 
to dispose with the prescribed (and potentially inaccurate) inflow conditions for cross flow and fuel cells 
outflow boundary conditions and allowed investigation of the dynamics of the complete system, including 
probing the previously unanswered questions: 
 
x What is the characteristic flow distribution/sharing between the individual cells. What are the 
maximum and average difference in flow rates between the cells?  Is the distribution close to uniform, 
nearly monotonous or have a more complex profile?  What are the differences between U and Z stack 
configurations? How large/significant are temporal variation in flow rates through cell - and are 
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variations occur approximately synchronously or independently from each other with flow sharing 
changing significantly in time?  
x  Does the two vortex tubes pattern observed during first stage of the study persist in outlet header with 
a more realistic fuel cell outflow velocities and opening dimensions? Would there still be strongly 
dynamic flow restructuring (e,g., from two to four vortex tubes, or from the tubes with center of 
rotation near top of the channel to the ones with center near bottom, as seen in Fig. 3)? What is the 
average percentage of header area remaining "open" to outflow? What is characteristic residence time? 
What is the flow pattern in inflow header - and does it have any significant dynamic features?   
x  Is there significant feedback between outlet and inlet headers? 
x What is the impact of the individual cell opening geometry?  How does aspect ratio of  rectangular cells 
of same area affects the flowfield in the header, and particularly vortex tube configuration? Would 
vortex tubes become suppressed in the case of wider cell openings (oriented in lateral direction)? 
Would the change in the aspect ratio result in  the shift of the center of rotation up or down in the 
header, and would it affect vortex tube stability? Would the interaction between the jet produced by 
individual cells significantly affected by changes in aspect ratio?  
 
Second phase of the present research is currently in progress. Early simulations had been focused on 
the comparison of flow sharing of  U- versus Z- fuel cell stack configurations, and the effect of the fuel 
cell opening orientation on the flow pattern 
 
Comparison of flow sharing for the U- and Z- configurations of the stack (Fig. 5) indicate significant 
differences in flow rate distributions along header axis. U-configuration displays significantly longer 
near-stagnant zone near the closed end of the inflow header, with velocity magnitude starting to fall off 
from the top regions at approximately half of the header length and quickly spreading to the entire height 
of the header. The only clearly defined jets entering outflow header are the ones near the closed off end, 
with jets closer to the open end showing significant deflection by cross flow immediately upon entering 
the header. Conversely, Z-configuration displays smaller stagnation zone, which is confined to the last 
20% of the header near the closed off end. The jets entering outflow header remains clearly defined 
through most of the header, only loosing definition due to a strong deflection in the last 20% before the 
exit. They also show strong variability along the header length implying significantly unequal flow 
distribution.  
 
Figure 6 illustrate a cross section passing through the tube imitating fuel cell in the middle of the 
headers with Z-configuration. It can be seen that that the headers with realistically sized fuel cell openings 
do exhibit vortical flow pattern similar to the ones observed in phase one, confirming it to be a 
fundamental feature of the flow in the outlet header. The vortical tubes still occupy the majority of the 
outlet header cross section indicating flow pattern similar to depicted in Fig. 2b.  
 
Figure 7 illustrates comparison between two different fuel cell opening orientations. It can be seen that 
the axial orientation  of the opening results in a vortex tube configuration with rotation centers shifted 
upwards, with majority of the header cross section involved in rotational motion, similar to the pattern 
observed in phase one. When opening orientation is switched to lateral, the center of rotation shifts 
downward and the vortex tubes become primarily confined to the lower portion of header cross section, 
with upper part showing expanding flow. Time dependent simulation indicates that both patterns remain 
highly dynamic and undergo flow pattern reorganizations similar to observed during phase on, but the 
average positions broadly correspond to the ones depicted in Fig. 7. 
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Fig.4. Comparison of the Z- (upper) and U- (lower) fuel stacks configuration geometry  
 
  
Fig. 5. Comparison of the flowfields in (a) U- and (b) Z- configuration geometries. 
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Fig.6. Streaklines in the cross section passing through the tube imitating fuel cell in the middle of the headers with Z-configuration. 
Vortical tubes, similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3 are clearly seen in the outflow header 
 
Fig.7.Comparison of the flowfields in the cross section passing through the fuel cell opening for the configuration with  cell opening 
oriented (a) along the header axis, and (b) across the header  
3. Conclusions 
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Numerical simulation approach had been used to investigate the flow structures in the inlet and outlet 
headers of the PEM fuel cell stack. The primary conclusion are: 
 
x The flow field in the outlet header is shown to be highly vortical and substantially unsteady.  
x The flow in the outflow header is confined within two counter-rotating vortical tubes separated by the 
row of jets created by outflow from the individual cells. Vortical tubes are highly dynamic and exhibit 
frequent oscillations resulting in the movement of center of rotation and periodic destabilization and 
collapse of the vortex tubes followed by reorganization around a new rotation center. Substantially 
similar flow pattern of two primary vortex tube is observed for all tested conditions, although its 
precise configuration and vortex tube preferred position can  depend on the width of the jets issues 
from fuel cell opening, its exhaust velocity, etc.   
x The cross section area available for the outflow is significantly smaller than nominal (geometrical) 
cross section area of the outlet header, with flow in significant fraction of the outlet header cross 
section exhibiting very low axial velocity. Rotational motion is dominant.  
x Fluid particles – or actual fluid droplets – can be trapped in the vortical motion resulting in a 
significantly longer residence time than the flow through time estimated from outflow axial velocity 
x Preliminary results indicate significantly different patterns of flow sharing between individual cells for 
U- and Z-stack configurations. 
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